individual and versatile
ward round and functional trolleys
The individual ward round trolley system

The Hospicar® series has flexible combination possibilities for particular furnishings, trolley size and individual decoration.

- Trolley colour white
- Total load up to 150 kg
- Wood-plastic combination, high-quality laminated
- Castors Ø 100 mm, 2 are lockable
- As standard with white push handle
- Drawers in different sizes or filing cabinets

The particular advantage

We realize special dimensions and special designs according to your requirements.

You also have the full choice of our range of materials and finishes.

Examples of the diversity of combination options for Hospicar®
The **swingo®-visit** series with its colourful accents and aluminium profile for universal attachment of accessories.

- Case and shelves are white
- Sturdy aluminium profile with integrated cable duct and a shapely push handle
- High-quality wood-plastic materials, castors Ø 100 mm, 2 castors are lockable
- Variable configuration options

**Colours for handles and decorative strips:**

You define your own colour accents. In your order please specify the colour code by adding it as the last digit to the reference number.

- 1 = grey
- 2 = blue
- 4 = yellow

Other colours on request!
System parts and accessories

Lateral shelf, foldable
for Hospicar® Ref.no. 10161

Rail for shelf, chromium-plated,
for Hospicar® Ref.no. 11339

Soap and disinfectant dispenser + drip tray
for Hospicar® Ref.no. 14136

Injection set “PicBox®”
Ref.no. 11382

Injection set “PicBox® Plus”
Ref.no. 11387

Infusion bottle holder
for Hospicar® Ref.no. 10401
for swingo®-visit Ref.no. 13927

Waste collector “tango”, 8 litres
for Hospicar® Ref.no. 13886
for swingo®-visit Ref.no. 16701

Canula container set “Schluckfix”
for swingo®-visit Ref.no. 13917

Waste disposal boxes “Medi-Müll”
for Hospicar® Ref.no. 04780
for swingo®-visit Ref.no. 13919

Additional system components and accessories can be found in the price list Hospicar and swingo-visit.
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